We consider a decomposition method for compressive streaming data in the context of online compressive Robust Principle Component Analysis (RPCA). The proposed decomposition solves an n-1 cluster-weighted minimization to decompose a sequence of frames (or vectors), into sparse and low-rank components, from compressive measurements. Our method processes a data vector of the stream per time instance from a small number of measurements in contrast to conventional batch RPCA, which needs to access full data. The n-1 cluster-weighted minimization leverages the sparse components along with their correlations with multiple previously-recovered sparse vectors. Moreover, the proposed minimization can exploit the structures of sparse components via clustering and re-weighting iteratively. The method outperforms the existing methods for both numerical data and actual video data.
Introduction
Robust principal component analysis (RPCA) [1] has been a useful tool for data analysis and inference in many applications, e.g., web data analysis and computer vision [1] . Formally, RPCA models a data matrix M R n¢t as the sum of a sparse 
where }L} ¦ °i σ i pLq is the nuclear norm-sum of singular values σ i pLq-of the matrix L, }X} 1 is the 1 -norm of X (seen as a long vector), and λ is a balance parameter. This batch method requires access to the full data M , where the lowrank L lies on the low-dimensional subspace and the sparse X accounts for structured discrepancies. In video analysis, a sequence of vectorized frames (modeled by M ) is separated into the slowly-changing background L and the sparse foreground X. However, the assumptions of full data and the static background may be invalid in typical long video streams with background variations. The online RPCA method [2, 3] and its compressive counterpart [4, 5, 6] have been proposed to process as each column in M from compressive measurements. These approaches [2, 3] assume slow-variation of the low-rank component and leverage compressed sensing (CS) [7, 8] to recover the sparse component. Unlike batch [1] or online [3] RPCA approaches, the methods in [4, 5] operate on compressive measurements to tackle the computational issues and reduce the cost of data communication and storage. The method in [6] simultaneously does both on compressive measurements and online. However, these methods do not explore prior kowledge expressing the correlations between the incoming components and prior decomposed vectors.
The problem of reconstructing a series of time-varying sparse signals using prior information has been explored in online RPCA [2] and recursive CS [9, 10] . The study in [2] proposed a recursive method to the compressive case and used modified-CS [11] to leverage prior support knowledge under the condition of slowly-varying support. The study in [10] assumed the low-rank components non-varying and recovered the sparse component using 1 -1 minimization [9] . However, these methods do not exploit multiple prior information from multiple previously recovered frames.
The use of structural sparse components as prior knowledge has been studied in [12, 13, 14, 15] . showed that prior information of the signal structure can be used to reduce the number of measurements. The study in [15] introduced approximation algorithms to extend model-based CS to a wider class of signal models, whereas, the work in [14] leveraged the support of periodic clustered sparse signals. Alternatively, the structured sparsity model [12] , which constrains signal coefficients into C-clusters without assuming prior knowledge of the locations and sizes of the clusters, has provided provable performance guarantees. Motivated by these ideas, we aim at not only exploiting the clustered-based model for multiple prior information but also re-weighting the clustered sparse components per iteration during the decomposition process.
Problem. We consider a compressive online decomposition method that recursively decomposes streaming data from compressive measurements by leveraging multiple previously decomposed data priors. At time instance t, we aim to decom-
are column-vectors in X t and L t , respectively. We assume that L t¡1 rv 1 v 2 ... v t¡1 s and X t¡1 rx 1 x 1 ... x t¡1 s have been recovered at t ¡ 1 and that at time instance t we have access to compressive measurements y t Φpx t v t q, where Φ R m¢n pm 3 nq is a random projection [7] . At time instance t, we formulate the decomposition problem min xt,vt
where f prior p¤q expresses the relation of x t with the previously recovered sparse components X t¡1 . In essence, Problem (2) have been formulated to exploit temporal correlation across multiple priors, e.g., the backgrounds and the foregrounds in multiple video frames. Moreover, we want to leverage the structures in x t and X t¡1 to reduce further the number of measurements.
Contribution. We propose a compressive online decomposition algorithm (CODA) that solves Problem (2) via an n-1 cluster-weighted minimization. The algorithm recovers recursively the low-rank and sparse vectors by using the n-1 minimization [16] given multiple prior information. CODA also leverages the structures of the sparse components by iteratively clustering the sparse components and re-weighting them accordingly in the n-1 cluster-weighted minimization.
Background
We review fundamental recovery problems [8, 9, 17, 1] related to our work. Let x R n denote a sparse signal for which we have access to random Gaussian measurements y Φx R m , with m 3 n. According to the CS theory [8], x can be recovered by solving: min x ||x|| 1 s.t. y Φx that can be written as
where gpxq λ||x|| 1 , λ ¡ 0 is a regularization parameter, and f pxq 1 2 ||Φx ¡ y|| 2 2 . By using a proximal gradient method [18] , x pkq at iteration k can be iteratively computed as
where L ¥ L ∇f is the Lipschitz constant and Γ 1 L g pxq is a proximal operator defined as
Alternatively, the 1 -1 minimization problem [9] attempts to reconstruct x given a side information signal z R n by solving Problem (3) 
The algorithm in [17] addresses an n-1 minimization problem that minimize the objective function following in (3) by:
where x is the signal to be recovered, z 0 0 and z 1 , . . . , z J are J prior information signals, β j ¡ 0 are weights across the prior information vectors, and W j diagpw j1 , w j2 , ..., w jn q, with w ji ¡ 0, is a diagonal matrix weighting each element i t1, . . . , nu of each prior information vector z j . It is worth noting that z 0 0 is to promote the sparsity of x.
The PCP [1] problem subsumes the CS problem. To show this, we follow the formulation in (3) and write Problem (1) as
where FpL, Xq 1 2 }M ¡ L ¡ X} 2 F and GpL, Xq μ}L} ¦ μλ}X} 1 , with } ¤ } F denoting the Frobenious norm. Using proximal gradient methods, [18] gives that L pk 1q and X pk 1q at iteration k 1 can be iteratively computed via the singular value thresholding operator [19] for L and the soft thresholding operator [18] for X.
Compressive Online Decomposition Using n-1 Cluster-Weighted Minimization

The n-1 Cluster-Weighted Minimization Problem
The proposed n-1 cluster-weighted minimization is based on our previous work [16] and enhanced by promoting the natural structures of data. At time instance t, the method receives as input compressive measurements y t Φpx t v t q R m of a data vector and estimates the sparse and low-rank components (p x t , p v t , respectively) with the aid of prior information. All elements of each vector x t ¡ z j are clustered into C subsets. Let Ω jc t1, 2, ..., nu denote a set of indices of elements belonging to cluster c t1, ..., Cu, that constitute a cluster vector x t| Ω jc ¡z j| Ω jc , and n jc denote the number of elements of the cluster Ω jc , denoted as n jc |Ω jc |, i.e., x t| Ω jc ¡z j| Ω jc R n jc . In this way,°C c1 n jc n. We denote γ j diagpγ j1 , γ j2 , ..., γ jn q, with γ ji R , a diagonal matrix weighting each element i t1, . . . , nu of each prior information vector z j . We assign that for each cluster Ω jc all components of γ j| Ω jc are equal toγ jc R , i.e., for any index belonging to cluster c, i Ω jc , γ ji| Ω jc γ jc . The method solves the following problem:
Decomposing further the above problem into a cluster-based formulation as
where λ, μ ¡ 0 are tuning parameters, and Z t¡1 : tz j u J j1 , B t¡1 R n¢d are matrices that serve as prior information for x t and v t , respectively. The components in Z t¡1 and B t¡1 can be a direct (sub-)set of the previously reconstructed data vectors tx 1 , ...,x t¡1 u and tv 1 , ...,v t¡1 u, or formed after applying a processing step.
In the case of video data, the processing step can compensate for the motion across the frames [20] by means of optical flow [21] .
The Proposed Compressive Online Decomposition Algorithm (CODA)
Solving Problem (10). CODA solves the n-1 cluster-weighted minimization problem in (10) by using proximal gradient methods [18] , where, at every iteration k, the algorithm updates the weights W j , γ j , and β j , and computes x. In this way, we adaptively weight multiple prior information according to their qualities during the iterative process. In this work, we set the constraints as°i Ω jc w ji n jc for each cluster c,°C c1γ jc 1 in a given z j , and°J j0 β j 1 across multiple prior information.
The algorithm computes x pk 1q t and v pk 1q t at iteration k 1 via the soft thresholding operator [18] and the single value thresholding operator [19] , respectively. The proximal operator Γ τ g 1 p¤q in Line 7 of Algorithm 1 is defined as
where g 1 p¤q}¤} 1 . As keeping W j , γ j , and β j fixed, adhering to the proximal gradient method [18], x pk 1q is obtained from (4). The proximal operator Γ 1 L g pxq (5) 
where, without loss of generality, we have assumed that ¡V z p¡1qi ¤ z 0i ¤ z 1i ¤ . . .¤ z Ji ¤ z pJ 1qi V, and we have defined a boolean function bpl jq 4 1, if l j 0, otherwise.
with l t¡1, . . . , Ju. It is worth noting that (13a) and (13b) are disjoint.
Updating weights W j , γ j , and β j . Firstly, given x t , β j , and γ j (via determining clusters as in Line 10 in Algorithm 1, here f cluster p¤q is the k-means clustering algorithm [23]), we compute W j| Ω jc per prior information z j as arg min
where z ji is the i-th element of z j . Following the Cauchy inequality, we can minimize (15) when, for all i Ω jc , w ji |x ti ¡ z ji | is equal to a positive parameter η jc , i.e., w ji η jc {p|x ti ¡ z ji | q, with small, such that the zero-valued |x ti ¡ z ji | do not prohibit the iterative computation. Setting the constraint°i Ω jc w ji n jc , we get w ji| Ω jc n jc p|x ti ¡ z ji | q ¡1°l
Secondly, keeping x t , β j , and W j| Ω jc fixed, we compute γ j viaγ jc as arg min
Similar to (15), from (17) we obtainγ jc with η j ¡ 0 as γ jc η j
Combining (18) with the constraint°C c1γ jc 1, we get
Finally, keeping x t , γ j , and W j fixed, we compute β j as arg min
Similar to (15), from (20) we obtain β j with η β ¡ 0 as β j η β {p}γ j W j px t ¡ z j q} 1 q.
Combining with the constraint°J j0 β j 1, we get
CODA [see Algorithm 1] is based on our previous CORPCA 1 [16] and operates in two steps: It first solves Problem (9) given Z t¡1 and B t¡1 R n¢d and the reconstructed vectors p x t and p v t are used to updates Z t and B t , which are to be used in the following time instance. These updates are specified more details in [16] .
Experimental Results
Performance Using Synthetic Data
The performance of Algorithm 1 employing the proposed n-1 cluster-weighted minimization is evaluated and compared to our previous algorithm [16] We generate our data as follows. First, we generate the low-rank component as L U V T , where U R n¢r and V R pd qq¢r are random matrices whose entries are drawn from the standard normal distribution. We set n 500, r 5, and d 100 the number of vectors for training and q 100 the number of testing vectors; this yields L rv 1 . . . v d q s. Secondly, we generate X rx 1 . . . x d q s. Specifically, at time instance t 1, we draw x 1 R n from the standard normal distribution with s 0 nonzero elements. Then, we generate a sequence of correlated sparse vectors x t , t t2, 3, . . . , d qu, where each x t satisfies }x t ¡ x t¡1 } 0 s 0 {2, where } ¤ } 0 denotes the number of nonzero elements of a given vector. As this could lead to }x t } 0 ¡ s 0 , we add the constraint }x t } 0 rs 0 , s 0 15s. Whenever }x t } 0 ¡ s 0 15, we reset x t to }x t } 0 s 0 by setting }x t } 0 ¡ s 0 randomly selected positions to zero. Thirdly, we initialize the prior information; in order to address real scenarios, where we do not know the sparse and low-rank components, we use the batch-based RPCA [1] method to separate the training set M 0 rx 1 v 1 ... x d v d s so as to obtain B 0 rv 1 ... v d s. In this experiment, we use three (a.k.a., J 3) sparse components as prior information and we set Z 0 : t0, 0, 0u. We then evaluate the CODA method on the test set of vectors M rx d 1 v d 1 ... x d q v d q s. We vary s 0 (from 10 to 110) and the number of measurements m, and we assess the probability of success for the sparse Pr sparse psuccessq and the lowrank Pr low-rank psuccessq component, averaged over the test vectors. Pr sparse psuccessq (resp. Pr low-rank psuccessq) is defined as the number of times in which the sparse component x t (resp. the low-rank component v t ) is recovered within an error }p x t ¡ x t } 2 {}x t } 2 ¤ 10 ¡2 (resp. }p v t ¡ v t } 2 {}v t } 2 ¤ 10 ¡2 ) divided by the total 50 Monte Carlo simulations. In Algorithm 1, we have set 0.8, λ 1{ c n, μ 10 ¡3 , and the number of clusters C 7. The results in Fig. 1 
